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1. Introduction

The current high precision era of lattice QCD introduces new questions on data generation,
availability and access. With the increase in precision comes also an increase in numerical cost as
well as the size and complexity of the data. Especially data sharing and community access become
important as the process of transferring data can be a problem in itself and not having access can
prohibit impactful physics analyses. Simultaneously, the current level of precision is built on a
wealth of previous data driven studies. In principle progress can be slowed by having to invest
first to re-establish a comparable foundation for a new method. In this situation it is important as
community to re-evaluate the existing data sharing infrastructure, e.g. in form of the ILDG, and
develop an expanded understanding of open science as a tool for scientific progress.

2. The open lattice initiative, setup and features

The open lattice initiative (OpenLat) was established as a response to some of these questions.
Bringing together researchers across the globe, the goal is to generate state-of-the-art QCD gauge
ensembles for physics applications and to share them with the community to strengthen open
science. As part of this effort the initiative aims to transparently define and uphold quality for the
configurations provided (1), share and maintain an easily accessible repository (2), gather resources
towards a common aim (3), and to grant access to any interested party freely and quickly (4).

The stabilised Wilson fermion (SWF) framework [1] includes a modified improvement term
for the fermion action and also a number of advancements aimed at algorithmic stability1. These
measures are implemented in addition to the established techniques implemented within the open
source software package openQCD-2.0 and 2.4 [3], such as the Schwarz-alternating-procedure
(SAP), local deflation, mass-preconditioning, multiple time-scale integrators and others.

All generated gauge ensembles are in # 5 = 2 + 1 QCD. To set the scale the gradient flow time
criterion [4] is used and results are converted to physical units via

√
8C0 = 0.414(5)fm [5] .

2.1 Stabilised Wilson Fermions

2.1.1 Exponentiated Clover action

An important new component in OpenLat is the inclusion of a new fermion action resulting
from a modification of the standard Wilson clover (WCF) action. The (traditional) O(0)-improved
Dirac operator takes the form

� =
1
2

[
W`

(
∇∗` + ∇`

)
− ∇∗`∇`

]
+ 2(,

8

4
f`a �̂`a + <0 , (1)

which, after even/odd preconditioning, may be written as �̂ = �44 − �4> (�>>)−1�>4, with a
diagonal part ("0 = 4 + <0) given by �44 + �>> = "0 + 2(, 8

4f`a �̂`a . Notice that arbitrarily
small eigenvalues can occur as the clover term can saturate the bound ‖ 84f`a �̂`a ‖2 ≤ 3 while the
clover coefficient 2(, is one at tree-level and then grows monotonically with 62

0. Furthermore, the
positive and negative eigenvalues of the clover term are equally distributed. Taken together this

1The SWF framework is also being used in the context of the master-field approach, see [2] for an overview.
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makes the above statement more precise as we see that �>> is not protected from arbitrarily small
eigenvalues. The probability to encounter arbitrarily small eigenvalues of �>> is larger, the smaller
the quark masses, and/or the coarser/larger the lattice. This issue can be resolved by reformulating
the clover term:

�44 + �>> = "0 + 2(,
8

4
f`a �̂`a → "0 exp

[ 2(,
"0

8

4
f`a �̂`a

]
, (2)

this is the so-called exponentiated clover [1]. This formulation is still invertible, local and has cutoff
effects described, as usual, by a Symanzik effective theory. While the lattice eo-preconditioned
Dirac operator is still not protected from exceptionally small eigenvalues stemming from theWilson
term, this new formulation eliminates the clover term as a potential source of instabilities.

2.1.2 Algorithmic features

Part of the SWF framework is to include a number of algorithmic improvements, one of them
is choosing the Stochastic Molecular Dynamics (SMD) algorithm [6–9] over the commonly used
HMC. Benefits and features of the SMDwere presented in [10, 11]. Here we note that the algorithm
leads to an increased stability and decreased autocorrelation times by reducing unbounded energy
violations |X� | � 1. The HMC and SMD are closely related, for example the HMC is a limiting
case of the SMD for large step lengths and friction coefficients. In the opposite direction the SMD
becomes related to a Langevin process. As such, in an SMD update cycle the momentum fields are
randomly rotated as opposed to randomly re-drawn and an update length a fraction of the typical
trajectory length is chosen. One special feature of the SMD is that once there is rejection the
momentum tends to reverse and trajectories backtrack with a period C022 = Xg%022/(1 − %022)
[10]. This makes a very a high acceptance rate necessary. Further improvement in stability can be
achieved by changing the solver stopping criterion a volume-independent norm ‖[‖∞ = supG ‖[‖2
that prevents precision losses from local effects. Finally, to limit the effect of an accumulation of
numerical errors on global sums quadruple precision is implemented and used.

2.2 Tuning Setup

The clover coefficient 2(, is tuned according to the procedure followed in [12]. It is performed
in the range V ≥ 3.685 [1, 13] corresponding to a coarse lattice spacing of 0 = 0.12 fm. The resulting
interpolation formula is given by

2(, (62
0) =

1 − 0.32502262
0 − 0.016727464

0

1 − 0.48915762
0

, V = 6/62
0 ≥ 3.685. (3)

Special attention needs to be given to choosing the baremass parameters for fixing the trajectory
to physical masses and the continuum limit with Wilson fermions. We adopt a strategy that aims
at reducing mass-dependent cutoff effects by working at constant trace of the simulated quark mass
matrix [14–16]. Starting at the flavour-symmetric point, where all pseudoscalar meson masses are
degenerate, we set tr["] = <D + <3 + <B = # 5 · <ℓ = const , such that it depends on a single
mass parameter. The value of<ℓ amounts to matching the combination of the physical ground state
masses of the pion and the kaon: <2

c 
= 2

3

(
<2
 
+ <2

c/2
)
≡ <2

c 
|phys. Following the procedure

outlined in [17] the input value is <c |phys = 410.9(2)MeV. Once the starting point is tuned and
fixed, the quark masses are changed such that tr["] = const.
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2.3 Quality control strategy

2.3.1 Run stability and health

During the generation of the gauge configurations a number of standard observables is contin-
uously monitored and sanity checks are performed to test the health of the run. A few prominent
validation observables are: the plaquette, topological charge, Δ� distribution, reweighting fac-
tors, distributions of the lowest eigenvalue _ of

√
�†�, and simple spectroscopic observables. In

particular, our checks are meant to ensure that2:

• q4 = 8C0(<2
 
+ <2

c/2) = 1.115 within 0.5%, with an error of max. 1f.

• The total reweighting factor fluctuations are mild, and ideally below 5%.

• The SMD step distance Xg maximises the backtracking period.

• The distribution of X� matches the one set by the acceptance rate.

• The distribution of the lowest
√
�†� eigenvalue is well-behaved and gapped.

• The distribution of the lower/upper bounds of the spectral gap for the strange quark are within
the input ranges, and the degree of the Zolotarev is sufficiently high, 12(+/2)X2 < 10−4 [3].

• There is no significant loss of precision caused by unbalanced contributions to the total action
that might drive instabilities in the evolution.

• The distribution of the flowed topological charge is symmetric around zero with no signs of
metastability.

2.3.2 Distance between configurations and thermalisation

Estimating the distance between two configurations that can be safely labelled as independent
is based on evaluating the integrated autocorrelation times of several observables and choosing the
slowest observed one. In most cases this is the topological charge &, which is computed using the
gradient flow [4]. However, if another scale is seen to be even slower the distance is switched to
this value instead. The boundary conditions are periodic/anti-periodic by default. However, once
a significant increase of the autocorrelation time of & is observed the boundaries are changed to
open boundary conditions. The increase is interpreted as a signal of entering a regime of topology
freezing and critical slowing down. Currently this is only the case for V = 4.1 and 0 = 0.055 fm.
All ensembles reported on in this proceedings contribution do not exhibit this feature and have
periodic/anti-periodic boundary conditions.

The plaquette, C2〈�〉, where C is the flow time and the density � is defined in [4], pseudoscalar-
pseudoscalar (%%) and pseudoscalar-axial (%�) meson correlators are checked for visible effects in
order to estimate sufficient thermalisation. Nevertheless, a minimum of five integrated autocorre-
lation lengths, of the slowest scale, is imposed. This naturally relies on an accurate determination
of the autocorrelation lengths which become available only after sufficiently long MC strings have
been generated.

2The last two items in the following complement the list we made in earlier references [13]. In the future we plan to
add the sign of the reweighting factor to the standard observables
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2.3.3 Tuning and production levels

The gauge generation process is separated into two levels: The first is where thermalisation
performed and the parameters of the algorithm tuned or adjusted. Once the algorithm is stable
and thermalised, 100 independent configurations are generated. This is called the tuning level
and once the health of the run is confirmed it is deemed production ready. At this point the
initial 100 configurations become part of the full ensemble statistics. At the production level
configurations are produced with all run parameters fixed. Once the production reaches 500+
independent configurations in an ensemble it is labelled publication ready.

3. Gauge generation and dissemination status

3.1 Production, publication and access plan

The production of ensembles will proceed in three stages:

1. Stage: Perform high precision tuning and generate ensembles with 3 dynamical flavors at
the SU(3) flavor symmetric point. The minimum goal is to generate 500+ independent
configurations on 4+ lattice spacings (0 = 0.12, 0.094, 0.077 and 0.064 fm).

2. Stage: Reduce the light quark masses with Tr["] =const. The minimum goal is to have
matched pion passes at "c = 300, 200 MeV for 0 = 0.12, 0.094, 0.077 and 0.064 fm. An
additional lattice with 0 = 0.055fm (open boundary conditions) will be added at this stage.

3. Stage: Go towards the physical values of the pion mass <c = 135 MeV. The minimum goal
is to supply at least one ensemble at the physical point with 500+ configurations and then to
extend towards all lattice spacings.

Multiple lattice volumes are generated at all stages and are extended towards 500+ configurations,
where reasonable (i.e. ! & 3fm, <c! & 4).

Each completed stage is accompanied by a reference publication. With this publication all
configurations and metadata of the given stage are made openly available without further embargo
time. The data that will be made public are a metadata catalogue, the gauge configurations
themselves and additionally the standard, or validation, observables highlighted above. Details on
how and where to download the configurations and their corresponding auxiliary data will be given
at the same time. Themetadata cataloguewill bemade compliant with further community standards,
such as ILDG, to facilitate data sharing and a common data standard within the community.

Users may obtain access to the configurations of ongoing, i.e. unpublished, stages. This
user-access is granted on a case-by-case basis3.

3.2 Data management plan

Currently OpenLat maintains a repository of 100TB of data. This includes ∼ 20k saved
configurations and is projected to grow to 500+TB with completion of stage 2. The repository
is mirrored at currently two separate locations to ensure redundancy and a tape option is used
for long term storage. All metadata is preserved on disk and in the main online repository at

3Users have reported results using OpenLat ensembles already at this and other conferences in [18–20].
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Stage <c[MeV] V 0[fm] ! ) BC #cfg MDU
1 412 3.685 0.12 24 96 P 1200 24800

32 96 P 400 8300
3.8 0.094 24 96 P 1200 35000

32 96 P 1300 38800
3.9 0.077 48 96 P 300 11000
4.0 0.064 48 96 P 600 24500

2 300 3.685 0.12 24 96 P 600 13000
3.8 0.094 32 96 P 300 8000
4.0 0.064 48 96 P 200 6000

Table 1: Stage 1 and 2 production status overview: All ensembles are currently still gathering more statistics
and numbers should be regarded as preliminary. See Sec.3.1 for details on planned ensembles and target
statistics. Note that the numbers in MDU have been derived by converting from SMD trajectory length.

https://openlat1.gitlab.io. Currently this access is only internal, it will however be made open upon
completion of stage 1. The internal metadata follows a detailed provenance policy that includes run
and machine information along side the previously mentioned standard observables.

To maintain data integrity a two part strategy is followed: the configurations contain the
plaquette in the header, as per openQCD format standard, and is augmented by a separately kept
list of checksums of sufficient complexity (e.g. sha512).

4. Production status

The initiative is currently in the process of completing stage 1 of the production plan while
stage 2 is being pursued, see Sec. 3.1. An overview of the current number of configurations and
ensembles available at the production level is given in Tab. 1. The information on the MC chain
length in MDU was obtained by multiplying the SMD step length with the total number of cycles.

An overview of the full production landscape is given in Fig. 1. The figure shows the sets of
pion masses and lattice spacings that are at the tuning level, i.e. have less than 100 independent
configurations or are being otherwise thermalised or tuned, in shaded boxes. The solid boxes show
those ensembles that are at the production level. Their height denotes the number of configurations
they have. The colored curved lines denote lines of constant <c!, while the grey straight line
denotes ! = 3 fm. The dashed floor lines are to guide the eyes as to the location of the target values
in <c[MeV]. The width and depth of the boxes have been chosen for legibility and do not reflect
errors in <c or !. Note that 500 configurations for all (* (3) flavor points is threshold for the
completion of stage 1 and also making the ensembles openly accessible.

The focus on performing a high precision tuning and providing high statistics ensembles at the
flavor symmetric point is clearly visible. Furthermore the newest lattice spacing, 0 = 0.077 fm,
stands out for being the lowest in statistics. With respect to a previous version of this figure we
have removed an older physical point ensemble at 0 = 0.094 fm for having a too small volume with
<c! ' 2.1.
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Figure 1: Overview of ensembles at the tuning (shaded boxes) and production (solid boxes) levels. The
shaded or colored lines are to highlight: Lines of constant <c!, values of <c[MeV], lattice volumes ! and
the target number of configurations.

5. Summary

In this contribution, we highlighted the recent progress made by the open lattice initiative.
The initiative was founded with the expressed purpose of generating and providing ensembles for
physics applications under open science. The ensembles are generated using the stabilised Wilson
fermion framework, which is further researched and refined as part of the effort.

The three stage production plan has been laid out and an overview of the production status
given. As stage 1 is nearing completion, once its reference publication is published the plan is that
access will be granted to the configurations under the presented data management and access plans.

The procedures and results presented in this contribution should be regarded as preliminary
and will be superseded by their final versions in the upcoming publication.
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